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ABSTRACT
A scheme for binaural pre-processing of speech signals for input to a standard linear hearing aid has been investigated. The system is based on that of Toner & Campbell [1] who applied the Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm in sub-bands to speech signals from various acoustic environments and signal to noise ratios (SNR). The processing scheme attempts to take advantage of the multiple inputs to perform noise cancellation. The use of sub-bands enables a diverse processing mechanism to be employed, where the wide-band signal is split into smaller frequency limited sub-bands, which can subsequently be processed according to their signal characteristics. The results of a large scale series of intelligibility tests are presented from experiments in which acoustic speech and noise data, generated using simulated and real-room acoustics was tested on hearing impaired volunteers.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many of the sensorineural hearing impaired suffer considerable difficulty understanding speech in the presence of medium to high reverberation or background noise, particularly from competing speakers. The difficulties occur at SNR around and below 6dB, which would cause few problems for normal hearing listeners. Subjects with sensorineural hearing loss may require 5dB to 15dB greater SNR [2], and aided subjects may exhibit an SRT (Speech Reception Threshold; 50% correct recognition level) around 8dB worse, than normal hearing subjects [3]. It is a criticism of research into the enhancement of speech signals corrupted with noise and/or reverberation, that too much emphasis is placed on the measure of SNR improvement or Speech Transmission Index, rather than a quantitative analysis of the improvement in terms of intelligibility [4]. The Multi-Microphone Sub-Band Adaptive (MMSBA) signal processing scheme has been shown in simulation to improve, by up to 16 dB, the SNR of a speech signal corrupted with speech shaped noise. The MMSBA processing scheme has also been shown to significantly improve intelligibility for normal hearing listeners [5]. It is extremely important when assessing a speech intelligibility enhancement scheme to use realistic test signals. The use of simple additive noise is often not indicative of the systems performance in a real acoustic environment. Therefore, the intelligibility experiment presented here employs simulated reverberant convolutional noise and real-room acoustics.

2. THE MMSBA PROCESSING SCHEME

2.1. Acoustic Model
The experiment aims to model a realistic scenario in which a person suffering from sensorineural hearing loss would experience difficulty with speech intelligibility. This is achieved by computer simulation of a rectangular room containing a speech source at a distance of 0.5m directly in front (0 degrees azimuth) of the input microphones (omnidirectional and placed at opposite points of a spherical simulated head of diameter 18cm), and a masking source of speech shaped noise at 135 degrees azimuth, and a distance of 4m. A room of similar dimensions to that of the simulated room above was also used to make real room recordings. Unlike the room used for simulation furnishings were present, in the form of tables, chairs etc. These features were included to create as 'typical' a living room situation as possible. The recordings were made using a KEMAR manikin with the microphones connected within the ear canal. Hence, allowing for the inclusion of the head shadow effect present within the simulated room. The orientation of the speech and noise sources were as implemented for the simulation.

Figure 1a represents the acoustic model depicted above. Both speech, S, and noise, N, pass through their respective left and right acoustic FIR transfer functions, , before forming the Primary, P, and reference, R, inputs to the MMSBA processing scheme. This illustrates the binaural speech and noise paths from their respective point sources to the input microphones of the system through the room acoustic transfer functions. This approach should enable the system to simulate the binaural unmasking effect [6,7], that allows subjects listening binaurally to perform better, in speech intelligibility testing in noise, than subjects auditioning monaurally. The multi-microphone approach to noise reduction should enable a similar advantage over systems that only have one input, such as a standard linear hearing aid. The simulated acoustic transfer function is generated using a program based on the image method [8]. This computes an FIR filter which models the impulse response between the signal source and the microphone position, within an empty rectangular room, including the diffraction effect of the head. For the purpose of this study a filter length of 2048 points was established experimentally as being adequate for the acoustic transfer functions.
The speech and noise signals were sampled at 20 kHz, and convolved with their respective FIR acoustic transfer functions. The convolved speech and noise data for both acoustic conditions were summed at each microphone position to generate the desired SNR.

2.2. Sub-band Decomposition

Figure 1b illustrates the sub-band decomposition process. This involves taking the 256 point FFT of each frame from both input channels, and reconstructing the signal in the time domain with 8, 16 or 32 sub-bands, with either linear or cochlear spacing. Using this approach the decon/reconstruction error is in the order of 10^-6.

2.3. Sub-band Processing Scheme

Each Sub-band Processing unit (SBP) has an LMS adaptive filter to perform the adaptive noise cancellation scheme. The processing method employed depends on the cross-correlation/coherence between the channels. This allows the lower frequency bands which generally have high coherence (> 0.7), to use an adapt and freeze strategy during a predetermined noise alone period (~0.4 second), to adapt to the differential acoustic transfer function relating the location of the noise masker. The adaptive filter algorithm implemented was the LMS algorithm [9]. When speech is present, the weights in the adaptive filter are frozen, to allow the filtering out of the noise signal, leaving ideally only desired speech at the output. In some of the higher frequency bands the speech information generally has a higher coherence than the more distinct noise source. This can take advantage of an approach described by Ferrara Widrow [10]. In these bands the system is continually adapted to enhance the correlated component of the signal in each sub-band, which should emphasise the desired speech signal. The output from each sub-band is then summed to provide a full-band noise-reduced output for evaluation by the test subjects.

3. INTELLIGIBILITY TESTING

The results being presented are from an experiment involving 15 hearing-impaired volunteers of between 40 and 77 years of age. All subjects had moderate sensorineural hearing loss that had been established through prior audiometric testing. Each subject had his or her hearing aid NAL curve [11] matched using an eight-band graphic equaliser. Subjects were tested using speech masked by speech shaped noise at four SNRs, two sub-band spacings [12], and three sub-band distributions. The subjects were presented with the data in a four choice forced response approach using the FAAF data set [13] that yields a "chance level" of 20.

The subjects were asked to identify each of 80 keywords "****" from a sentence: "Can you hear **** clearly ?".

The options visually presented to the subjects differed by only one phoneme e.g. TIN, BIN, PIN, and DIN. The acoustic and visual presentations and monitoring of subject responses were under the control of a PC based Hearing Assessment Workstation. Each subject was given a number of clean speech practice sentences required until they were familiar with the procedure.

The reverberation levels involved were T60 = 0.35s for the simulated room, and approximately T60 = 0.3s from measurements of the real-room. These are representative of a typical living room level of reverberation [14]. The SNR's were -6, -3, 0, and +3dBs, chosen by experimentation to elicit a significant number of errors. Comparing results from Shields & Campbell [5] with those of the original authors of the FAAF test, Foster & Haggard [12], verified the experimental methodology employed.

4. RESULTS

The analysis performed on the experiment aims to answer the following questions regarding the intelligibility scores:

- Is there any significant difference in intelligibility scores when comparing the simulated room acoustics to the real-room acoustics?
- Is there a significant intelligibility improvement due to processing?
- Does the processing have a degrading effect on intelligibility when the SNR is high?
- Is there any significant effect of processing using different numbers of sub-bands?
- Is there any significant effect of processing using different sub-band spacing?

Figure 2 shows unprocessed scores for simulated and real-room acoustics averaged across 15 subjects at four different levels of SNR including the 95% confidence intervals. For all values of SNR the 95% confidence intervals are overlapping.
Therefore, the simulated and real-room acoustical raw conditions are statistically inseparable.

Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 it can be seen that in most cases there is a significant improvement in speech intelligibility with processing at -6 and -3dB SNR where the unprocessed scores are initially low. This demonstrates a consistent improvement when processing at the 95% confidence level.

It can be seen from examination of figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 that when the SNR is high, e.g. plus 3 dB, there is no significant degradation to intelligibility due to processing, where the 95% confidence intervals from the raw and processed conditions are overlapping for all conditions. This indicates that there is no significant reduction in processed speech quality for instances when intelligibility scores for the hearing impaired subjects are already high.

From figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 it can also be concluded that the number of sub-bands has not been demonstrated to be a dominant factor in the processing scheme, in all instances there is no significant separation at the 95% confidence level.

**5. CONCLUSIONS**

The MMSBA processing scheme has been shown to significantly improve the intelligibility of speech corrupted with noise in both simulated and real-room moderately reverberant environment by up to 37.25%. It has been shown that the processing has no detrimental effect on intelligibility at high SNR where unaided intelligibility scores are large. It appears that cochlear spacing performs better than linear spacing. The number of sub-bands has not been demonstrated to be a significant factor.
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